Welcome to the next TC Metro Growers Network event to tour …

Prairie Smoke Gardens
Small Scale Farming in the City
Growing food to feed our neighbors

Friday June 3rd, 2022 - 4:00 to 5:30
2185 Mailand Rd East, St. Paul 55119

www.facebook.com/prairiesmokegardens
--- Registration requested - Walk ups welcome! Free event. ---
--- REGISTER HERE ---

A mini farm in the city that is Neighborhood Supported (like a CSA), feeding 10 families. With the goal of creating a more resilient food system, PSG is developing a model of small urban and suburban farms feeding neighbors. This includes cultivating plant and animal diversity, providing education about sustainable practices and incorporating those practices into production, such as no-till and perennial crops. With a greenhouse for renting space to other growers, selling plant starts and renting land from neighbors, PSG is putting together the pieces to sustain a small agriculture business in the city. What are your farm goals? You may not have to be large to achieve them!

Our host Katie Kubovcik, Prairie Smoke Gardens, is a Farm Education Consultant and a Land Access Navigator with Renewing the Countryside. Knowing how to farm and understanding farm finances does not translate into a new farmer being able to find, afford and secure land. Land Access Navigators offer services to assist new, resource-limited farmers in developing a plan to access land.

Join the Conversation! Share your experiences!

Want to host a TCMGN event? Have a suggestion for a grower to visit? Who are you going to call?

www.sfa-mn.org/twin-cities-growers-network

Questions? Contact Network coordinator Karl Hakanson, Ag & Natural Resources, UMN Extension-Hennepin Co.: khakanso@umn.edu or Katie Kobovcik: katiekub0908@gmail.com / Photos Prairie Smoke Gardens – v5/11/22